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TRAGIC END TO A SAD STORY – AUGUST 20, 2011
--GREGG RETTSCHLAG
Our day started with a text message
that we were on stand-by for a mission
in Boise County. About half an hour
later, we were advised that the mission
was a go, with a need for dog teams
and ground-pounders. When we arrived at the Compound for an 8:30 a.m.
departure, Rod informed us that the vehicle belonging to the couple IMSARU
had searched for at the end of July had
been located off National Forest Road
384 and the male subject was not at the
vehicle.

Note person on road at top left where vehicle went over edge
and where vehicle ended up at lower right. —Photo by J. Yorgensen

We regrouped at the base camp already
established by the Boise County Sheriff, at a saddle where NF 384 turns
south to follow Little Owl Creek. In
addition to two Boise County deputies,
there were representatives from the
Wilderness Ranch extrication team, a
wrecker for eventual removal of the vehi-
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cle, and a bit later Idaho City Ambulance delivered their 6x6 UTV for use in the extrication. Tim took
on Operations Leader responsibilities. A deputy informed us that the vehicle was found off a road heading out of the northeast part of base camp. The road deteriorated quickly, but had a small pullout less
than a quarter mile from the vehicle’s location; we proceeded on foot from that point. We learned that
the vehicle was off the road in steep terrain, the deceased female subject was at the vehicle, the male
subject was missing, and the couple’s dog was in the area, barking. The deputy also indicated that
ground disturbance at the scene had been kept to a minimum to avoid interference with any tracking
work that might be necessary.
The vehicle had slid off the narrow track of the road, rolled down an 80-foot embankment through thick
brush, and landed on its wheels at the bottom. It had been spotted by the passenger on a recreational
ATV ride, and reported to the Boise County Sheriff’s Office. The first IMSARU members deployed
were trackers Linda and Jimmie, along with K9 teams Kim and Kiwi, and Judd and Zora. The area
around the crash site was an old burn area of probably 10 or 12 years ago, and covered by a re-growth of
thick brush that would be very challenging for the missing man to negotiate with his reported limited
mobility. The investigating officers had done a nice job of preserving the sign for us. The trackers
quickly determined two lines of sign that the man had either experimented with or used as he tried to determine his options for leaving; with the remoteness of the area in this part of the Boise National Forest,
we figured any line of sign leaving the crash site would be his. One of those lines of sign did in fact turn
out to be his, and his body was located about 25 yards from the vehicle.
The search effort then quickly changed to a recovery effort—and not a simple one. Chain saws and tree
loppers were used to clear brush and debris. Members of
IMSARU, Wilderness Ranch Fire and Rescue, Boise
County Sheriff’s officers and Forest Service personnel
teamed up for the extrication of the couple’s bodies. An
ATV with a power winch, firmly anchored in place, made
the final raise of the litters back to the road much easier
than it would otherwise have been.
With both subjects successfully extricated to the road,
attention turned to helping Judd (with K9 Zora) and Jamie
who had been working for almost the entire time they
were in the field (several hours) on locating and capturing
“Sassy,” the family dog that had been traveling with the
couple. Each time they got close, the panicky dog would
run away and hide again. Kim (with K9 Kiwi) and Jared
attempted to drive around to Bear Creek Road and approach from the bottom of the drainage to assist, taking
with them a family member who believed the dog would
come to her if called. Unfortunately, the terrain proved to
be too difficult for the family member. Judd requested
additional assistance, so Jimmie, Jake, Gregg and Tom
dropped into the drainage, following Judd’s advice to
drop straight down from their location on the road in order Gregg managed to capture the panicked dog, for return to its family.
—Photo by J. Yorgensen
to work the creek bottom. Within minutes of getting into
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the creek bottom, Gregg located the dog trying to escape downhill. The terrain was cluttered with
deadfall, making difficult going for the small dog, so he was able to grab her and pull her back toward
him. She was still in defensive mode, so he put a rope through her collar loop to get his hands out of
harm’s way. Fortunately, as soon as she realized she was captured, she quit putting up a fight. Judd
put his vet tech skills to use in a quick assessment of Sassy, pronounced her fit to walk, leashed her
and the group set off down the drainage. Tim drove in from base camp to Bear Creek Road to rendezvous with the field team. After a long drive back to base camp, we did a quick debrief with the deputies and headed for home.
IMSARU members participating included Judd Ballard with Zora, Jared Belsher, Jake Gillis, Tim
Henning, Kim Juda with Kiwi, Linda Kearney, Owen Miller, Gregg Rettschlag, Rebecca Shaver, Jamie Simpson, Tom Wheless and Jimmie Yorgensen. Rod Knopp handled in-town coordination.
[Editor’s Note: This was Saturday of opening weekend at the Fair, where we earn about half our annual budget selling corn. It was impressive that we could field a major team for this mission and still
have a crew staffing the Corn Booth; many thanks to people like Everett who volunteered to work an
extra shift at the Fair so some scheduled members could respond to the mission call.]

CONGRATULATIONS!
Jamie Simpson and Yoki passed their wilderness air-scent certification test this past Saturday, October
8. Cam Daggett was the evaluator, and Judd Ballard set up the testing, including such details as recruiting volunteers to be the “lost subjects,” supplying radios for both handler-to-base camp and evaluator-to-subjects communications, and setting out a generous spread of snacks to replenish the calories.

THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
We thank the following individuals and organizations for their generous donations in memory of Barbara and Charles Rigg:
William Sutherland
Mac Manufacturing LLC
Michael and Mary Bolman
Deborah F. Sayers

Charles and Karen Fisk
George and Toni Lacombe
Centria
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Lafrancois

We also thank The HP Foundation and HP employees for their continuing financial support.
NOTE: If you or someone you know plans to make charitable gifts via the Combined Federal Campaign, our number is 64940.
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CALENDAR
Oct. 15-16

SAR Field Training – Mock Mission

Time and Place TBA

Oct. 18

Medical Training

7:30 p.m.

Oct. 19

All officers for 2011 and/or 2012 meet to work on budget.

7:00 p.m.

Oct. 19

Tracker Training – Time and Place TBA

Oct. 25

Business Meeting – Board vote on policy changes (both
General policies and Training policies)

7:30 p.m.

Nov. 1

General Meeting

7:30 p.m.

Nov. 8

SAR Training - GPS

7:30 p.m.

Nov. 12-13

SAR Field Training – GPS

Nov. 15

Medical Training

7:30 p.m.

Nov. 22

Business Meeting

7:30 p.m.

Nov. 29

Board Meeting – Finalize budget for presentation to members

7:00 p.m.

Dec. 3

Christmas Party – See article in this issue for details

6:00 p.m.

Dec. 6

General Meeting – Members vote on 2012 budget as
proposed by Board

7:30 p.m.

Dec. 13

SAR Training (Classroom only this month.)

7:30 p.m.

Dec. 20

Medical Training

7:30 p.m.

Dec. 27

NO MEETING – Enjoy your holidays

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 3

Business Meeting (to replace December’s non-meeting)

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 10

SAR Training

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 14-15

SAR Field Training – Time and Place TBA

Jan. 17

Medical Training

Time and Place TBA

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 24
Business Meeting
7:30 p.m.
NOTE THAT SCHEDULE FOR JANUARY MAY CHANGE BEFORE WE GET THERE.
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OVERDUE HIKERS ON CROOKED RIVER TRAIL – AUGUST 11, 2011
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Four adult females left on Monday to backpack down the Crooked River Trail. When a family
member went to pick them up at the bottom end of the trail on Wednesday, they had not arrived. The Boise County Sheriff’s Office asked us to search the trail, starting from the bottom
end, on Thursday morning. It was a long, slow drive in before Aimee, Carl, Gregg and Byron
could begin the uphill trudge, while Jimmie and Charlotte remained at the vehicle for communications and consultation with S.O. and Forest Service officers. The trail team soon found
that the trail was less than obvious in various areas, even with maps, GPS and lots of hiking
experience.
Jerry Terlisner of the Ada County Aerial Sheriffs launched in early afternoon with Rebecca
and Jake as observers, while our trail team continued to fight their way uphill in the afternoon
heat, sometimes bushwhacking to where the trail was supposed to be.
At about 3 p.m., we received the report that two of the missing subjects had been picked up by
Forest Service personnel at the top of the trail, and were being transported to the Sheriff’s Office in Idaho City. They reportedly were rather vague about where the other two subjects
were, stating that they were somewhere “behind us.” It was another 20 minutes before we
heard that the remaining two subjects had also been picked up, also at the upper end of the
trail. We never got to talk to the backpackers, but were told the trail had been really nice for
the first three or four miles, then turned into a nightmare. Deciding they couldn’t complete the
trip as planned, the four had turned back uphill. Family members who had been waiting at the
bottom now drove off to pick up the hikers at the Sheriff’s Office, our search plane returned to
the airport, and our trail team spent another hour and a half getting back to the bottom.
IMSARU members participating were Aimee Hastriter, Carl Kidwell, Gregg Rettschlag and
Byron Wachtel on the trail team; Charlotte Gunn and Jimmie Yorgensen as joint Operations
Leaders; Jake Gillis and Rebecca Shaver as air observers with pilot Jerry Terlisner; Rod
Knopp as in-town coordinator.
P.S. – Those of you who have been around for a while may remember a search on this same
trail in July of 1995, when we sent one trail team in from the top and another from the bottom
in search of two backpackers whose friend had hiked out with part of their equipment but was
then unable to find the other two. On that mission, the team from the top was saying, “If we
find them, we’ll have to go out the bottom because there’s no way we can come back up
through this mess.” The team from the bottom was saying, “If we find them, we’ll have to
take them out the top because there’s no way we can come back down through this mess.”
When the two hikers were located, one had twisted an ankle and was unable to do a challenging walk out…but a Forest Service officer was able to unlock a gate and get vehicles in fairly
close to the improvised campsite; we were sure he was wearing wings and a halo. The trail
apparently has not greatly improved since then.
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JHPTS CLASS SEPTEMBER 23-25, 2011
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
When we scheduled the tracking class at Gowen Field for late September, we knew we would
have good food, comfortable sleeping quarters and a generous meeting room; we also knew the
terrain would include lots of dried cheatgrass, a special treat from students from wetter climates
who had heard the word before but didn’t really understand why the negative tone of voice.
We also assumed the heat of summer would be past and we could brag about Boise’s lovely fall
weather. However, after a weekend of field practice in temperatures near 100⁰ F., it was no
surprise to hear that this year was Boise’s hottest September on record.
The instructors sent us into the field earlier than usual in the mornings, saving the classroom
portions for the hottest part of the day, so we all survived, and what looked like a solid field of
cheatgrass turned out to have a surprising variety of vegetation and terrain, each with its own
challenges. It was fascinating to learn how the same tracks changed over the course of three
days, how obvious many of them still were at the end of the line, and I especially appreciated
the suggestion on how to track across a dry rocky swale.
Many thanks to instructors Joel Hardin, Dick Wilker and Jo Peterson, who did an excellent job
of letting us work things out with our teams when we could and helping us when we really
needed it. We also thank Gowen Field personnel for living up to our expectations from previous experience. Students came from Blaine County, Gooding County, Jerome County, Idaho
Department of Corrections, Washington State, and one from Oregon. IMSARU members attending included Ann Finley, Charlotte Gunn, Linda Kearney, Carl Kidwell, Dan Scovel, Lori
Thompson and Jimmie Yorgensen. Lori and Jimmie made the arrangements for the class, and
we greatly appreciate the hours and effort they donated to that.

THE 2011 CORN BOOTH IS HISTORY
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Many thanks to all the members, families, friends, community individuals and groups that
made this happen. I can’t begin to name them all but a few special standouts were: Diane
Mathews, who handled the scheduling for the umpteenth year in a row. Everett Wood, Jimmie
Yorgensen, Susan Read and Linda Kearney, who worked day shift on all the weekdays…and
Everett also volunteered a Saturday so that someone else could go on the mission. Gregg
Rettschlag, who came in every night to supervise the closing and order corn for the next morning; he also worked multiple full shifts. Boise Corp volunteers, who again filled Friday night
and Saturday night shifts on the first weekend.
We don’t know yet how much profit we made because we are still awaiting one major bill, but
we do know that we took in a bit less money than last year but a bit more than two years ago.
And we know that without this major project, we would not be able to fund our all-volunteer
service. We really appreciate the help. (And we’ll try to order cooler weather for next August.)
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CHRISTMAS PARTY – DECEMBER 3
Mark your calendar now for 6 p.m. on Saturday, December 3, so you will be sure to save the time for
our traditional Christmas party. As usual, we will have a potluck supper. Bring a dish to share and any
needed serving utensils. Paper plates and elegant plastic utensils will be provided, along with coffee,
tea and soft drinks. This is also the time when we honor special service with serious awards; give your
nominations in writing (including reasons) to President George Gunn. We also take time to commemorate less serious moments, often those that the person involved would perhaps not choose to talk about.
If you witnessed or heard about some member’s funny or somewhat embarrassing moment, tell Diane
Mathews or Charlotte Gunn so they can prepare the appropriate award. They promise not to reveal
their sources!
The new part this year is our location. Since our unit has grown, and since we really want members to
bring their spouses or special friends, and since we want everyone to be able to see the awards ceremonies and any other entertainment, we looked for a large space and Randy Jordan found one for us. He
has access to a large commercial space—with heat, a bathroom, but no fancy decorations unless we
supply them—without charge. The address is 113 N. Phillippi, which is between Franklin and Bethel.
If you know where the Red Cross Building is on Franklin, turn north there on Phillippi and it’s a very
short distance.
We will need a few volunteers to set up the tables and chairs, arrange the table service and beverages,
etc. Everyone will help clean up after the party. Dress is as formal or informal as you choose; rescue
orange is not required. Don’t miss this chance to enjoy good food, good fellowship, good memories…
and we very seldom get a mission call during the party.

OFFICERS ELECTED FOR 2012
The following officers were elected on October 4 to guide Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue through
2012. An asterisk indicates that the person is continuing in the same office as in 2011.
Coordinator – Rod Knopp *
President – Jimmie Yorgensen
Vice-President – Tom Kearney
Secretary – Ann Moser *
Treasurer – Phil O’Bryan *
Logistics Director – Danny Cone *

Rescue Director – Owen Miller
Public Relations Director – Delinda Castellon
Medical Director – Carl Kidwell
Training Director – Mike Johnson
Facilities Manager – Brad Acker *

The new officers’ terms begin on December 1. In the meantime, both outgoing and incoming officers
will be working on the unit budget for the coming year.
Many thanks to Ann Moser and John Ferguson for serving as the nominations committee, and to all the
members who were willing to accept nominations for these unpaid jobs and responsibilities. In addition, we continue to have other members who have volunteered and/or been appointed to take care of
other tasks that support our organization and our mission. It takes a lot of work to keep us ready to respond to mission calls and, since most of our members also work at paid jobs to support their SAR habit, we appreciate those who donate their time and energy to leadership roles.

We set up the operations center about 2 miles from the recovery site with Tim H. serving as Operations
Leader for IMSARU and the Sheriff’s Department taking the role of IC.

Who do you ask for help when you’ve locked the keys in the rescue truck in Idaho City? And how
embarrassing is it?
—Photo by J. Yorgensen

